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OFFERING OVERVIEW

Enterprise Network leaders face tremendous challenges and incredible opportunities brought about by the 
kinetic, knock-on effect of digital transformation and modernization. Leaders recognize the value of proven, 
trusted advisors providing experienced council and informed planning.  Advisors who come alongside 
customers to create plans that address necessary changes, identify, and fill gaps, to position their business 
to take every advantage of the opportunities ahead.

TRANSFORMING BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
ConvergeOne’s Infrastructure Advisory services help customers navigate the complex landscape and 
demands of digital transformation. Using a proprietary WAVES methodology, customers are engaged in 
uncovering gaps, defining strategies, and designing actionable roadmaps for the intelligent adoption of 
modernized Enterprise Network technologies. Whether our customers modernization journey leads to use 
of Hybrid Cloud or Software Defined Infrastructures and virtualization, or their needs include the agility of 
software defined WAN or enhanced Access and Wireless performance planning - ConvergeOne advisors dig 
deep to provide blueprints for valuable customer experiences. 

CONVERGEONE NETWORKING ADVISORY OFFERINGS
ConvergeOne Network Advisory Offerings are unique in our approach to illuminating customers Enterprise 
Network strengths, weaknesses, and modernization trajectory. With a proven WAVES methodology 
employed in a workshop format ConvergeOne advisors work directly with customers, dissecting, analyzing, 
designing and planning transformative networking roadmaps; proven to bring agile, secure, business-
aligned networking solutions capable of delivering competitive advantages.

SD WAN add powerful new capabilities to WAN connectivity with Software-Defined Wide-Area Networking. 
Designed to use any available transport(s), configure multiple virtual topologies, and orchestrate 
performance and resilience through application-centric policies, deploying SD-WAN capabilities unleashes 
network modernization.
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STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS THAT 
DELIVER COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
ConvergeOne Networking Advisory experts develop 
transformation strategies that help you find new ways to innovate, 
interact with your customers and uncover value across every part 
of your business.  

Schedule a consultation now: 

SD Access advisory services gain an overview of existing access architecture, analyze new and near-
future business/client access requirements to determine the architecture planning to support the new 
operational capabilities.

Wireless Performance advisory services gain an overview of existing wireless architecture, analyze near-
future and future wireless requirements to create architecture plans to support customers operational 
capability requirements.

ADVISING FOR HIGH-FLYING SUCCESS

LA GUARDIA AIRPORT SUCCESS STORY
Keep 30+ gates running smoothly while building a new 1.3M square-foot terminal, perform a digital 
transformation of critical airport infrastructure, implementing advanced fiber optics with Passive Optical 
Technology; extend to entire campus; design and install state-of-the-art voice and data infrastructure; 
convert legacy voice system to next-gen telephony platform; ensure solution scalability for future 
development.

 + 30+ gates running smoothly preserving valuable revenue 

 + Future-proof, scalable, enterprise network supporting critical systems

 + Improved resiliency and availability across data centers

convergeone.com/solutions/ent-networking/networking-advisory

https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/ent-networking/networking-advisory#consultation

